STATE FAIR EVALUATION

Sewing: Non Clothing Option
Units III and above

Division: 6032
Class: 
Ribbon Award: Blue
Red
White
County: 

Participant: 
Number of coordinating pieces: 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Documentation (required for Put It All Together only)</th>
<th>N/A</th>
<th>Well Done</th>
<th>Good</th>
<th>Needs Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**SELECTION**
- Fabric - suitable weight and type for item
- Interfacing - appropriate weight and type for item
- Notions - thread, trim, zipper - well coordinated with fabric

**OVERALL APPEARANCE**
- Cleanliness
- Pressing
- Threads trimmed and secure
- Cut on grain
- Multiple pieces coordinate
- Uniform shape within each item

**CONSTRUCTION**
- Machine stitching - appropriate stitch length and tension
- Seams - straight, even seam allowances, crossed seams matched
- Seam finishes - all raw edges finished appropriately
- Straps – even in width, securely sewn to item, topstitching is straight and even distance from edge
- Hem/casing - even in width, stitched evenly from edge
- Zipper application - centered and secured at end(s)
- Pocket(s)
- Fasteners - securely stitched/attached, appropriate placement
- Check those that apply: ___ buttons ___ buttonholes ___ hooks ___ snaps ___ hook & loop tape ___ eyelets

- Binding - smooth and even in width, all edges secured
- Lining
- Trim - applied correctly, ends matched, enhances finished item
- Fabric design - one way design aligned correctly, matched

Comments: 

Judges Initials ________________________________

Date: ________________________
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